Don't look at me like that. This is a fairy tale, not Thomas fuckin' Pynchon. Keep reading. For many years, Fifi waited faithfully (if you don't count Xtube and IMDb pictures of John Stamos) for her prince to arrive. Desperate, she finally placed a personal ad in the Ye Olde Daily Bule. This shite was a cincinn† thought the Princess. "I've got the looks of an internet-t-shirt company model and a GPA to match!" She spent her free time polishing up her Facebook profile picture so that special someone would invite her to his formal, where she'd give in to unspeakable social expectations and pity-kiss him half-naked in a bathroom stall. A kiss is a kiss. Whatever.

Meanwhile, Lord Farquad, the handsomest man in a 3.6-klick radius, stumbled upon the fair maiden's advertisement. Like anyone with a Y chromosome, he rushed to Facebook to check if he could estimate her cup size from her profile picture, if she was still single, and if her mom was a MILF. After a quick flipbook chat, Farquad agreed to rescue her from her tower while avoiding the grave peril, etc., etc. Being a good trust fund legacy, Farquad outsourced his responsibility to a work-sudy ogre rounded up from the Bundee Swamp. 'Twas a chiby by endearing ogre named Shrek.

“Whatever, I'm not your guy, he just sent me here to rescue you,” Shrek replied. And then Fifi — OH SHIT THE WALKING DEAD FINALE IS STARTING! Seth Nazgul swept in and killed everyone! Ta-da! Go to bed, my shows are on.

The end.

Fairy Tale Gone Wrong:
It's Shrek, like you've never seen before!

Once upon a time, in a land far, far away, lived a fair maiden named Princess Fiona… who was a ginger. Fearing persecution for not abiding by gingery, white, and round stereotypes like being fantastic at field hockey and naturally enjoying cheap whiskey, her regal parents put her in the highest room of the tallest tower guarded by a fierce dragon until they could successfully push the proper anti-anti-ginger legislation through parliament, or until first love's kiss, or the end of this sentence.

Another thing you can do is have a few simple tips, you can keep on being relaxed; consider in a more relaxing location, like the field house, or better yet, the Root Glen. Yes, there are no finals scheduled between 2 and 5 AM on weekdays, so take advantage of it, or you’ll waste a long! Additionally, our reliable poll (NO YOU CAN'T SEE THE NUMBERS, YOU COMMIES) tells us that many students find the hustle and bustle of main campus distracting; consider instead having your finals take place in a more relaxing location, like the field house, or better yet, the Root Glen. Yes, you... take them into Root Glen in the middle of the night... Oh, uh, "Alright."

Overworked students can easily get burnt out and unmotivated in these last few weeks, so keep them under your control! If their grade in the class slips significantly (our experts recommend anything below an A), contact Campus Safety to get a letter written to their parents. Better yet, write it yourself! Be sure to use strong, vulgar language and maybe throw in a few threats; remember, this is for the child's own good!
HOMEMADE GIFT IDEAS: NO MONEY, NO PROBLEM!
By Ms. Joyce ‘13
With the holiday season already upon us, it’s time for obligatory gift-giving to family and friends. But for those students without Daddy’s PIN who have already spent all of their drinking money, this time of the year can be particularly challenging. The following present suggestions can all be made from supplies in the typical dorm room and/or stuff you stole while drunk.

Flower Vase:
Materials: 1 bottle of Jack Daniels or 1 bottle of Solti or, if too cheap, 1 can of Utica Club
Instructions: Drink contents of entire bottle, rinse out, and fill with flowers you swiped from your parent’s center-piece

Solo Cup Tree:
Materials: Green solo cups, glue, duct tape

Instructions: Glue cups into tree-like shape (use tape if you would prefer to disassemble into Beirut game halfway through Christmas dinner).

Alcoholic Gift Basket:
Materials: 1 empty basket (a plastic bag or recycling container will do), 1 bottle opener (or instructions for using your palm and a table), 1 kimono koozie from Mitsuba, whatever alcohol you didn’t drink by the end of finals
Instructions: Put everything in basket

“Love” Coupons
Materials: blank sheet of paper, markers, scissors
Instructions: Cut paper into rectangles, decorate rectangles with promises to vacate or give backrubs, forget about worthless coupons

Book Safe
Materials: thick textbook (preferably paid for by parents and never opened), exacto-knife
Instructions: Cut out center of pages in book*, leaving a cavity perfectly sized for flask and/or weed. Keep gift for yourself
*super supervision required

STD Symptoms:

1. Greenish yellow, possibly frothy vaginal discharge
2. Raised, flesh-colored lesions on the genitals, anus, or nearby areas
3. A small, painless sore on the part of your body where the infection was transmitted, usually your genitals, rectum, tongue, or lips
4. Painful urination
5. Small, red bumps, blisters or open sores in the genital, rectum, tongue, or lips

*BY MR. SCHNACKY ‘14
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Across
2. Raised, flesh-colored lesions on the genitals, anus, or surrounding skin. They may appear as cauliflower-like growths
5. Small, red bumps, blisters or open sores in the genital, anal and nearby areas
7. A large, painful blister or ulcer which appears in genital area; may rupture
8. Causes pain during urination, and if left untreated can result in kidney failure

Down
1. Greenish yellow, possibly frothy vaginal discharge
2. Thick, cloudy or bloody discharge from the penis or vagina
3. A small, painless sore on the part of your body where the infection was transmitted, usually your genitals, rectum, tongue, or lips
4. Painful urination
6. A contagious skin disease caused by a species of mite that is very small with itching, rashes, and sores on the skin from scratching and digging

WILL YOU LIKE TO PROCRASTINATE?
By Mr. Hostetter ‘13

That fat Al Ham! That fat Al Ham!
I do not like that fat Al Ham.
I do not like this research paper,
I do not like that final exam.
Exams and papers and work can wait!
Would you like to procrastinate?
I have a twelve-pager to write!
I have to do nothing to talk tonight!
But you don’t deserve a little rest.
Five minutes of Facebook
then back to the test.
Five minutes on Facebook
turns into an hour!
This research needs doing
Tore my coffee goes down.

Help Blaze the Bunny find a place
to chill out before finals!
Make sure to avoid:
1) Pooch the Moosh - He’ll smoke all of your weed!
2) Ducky the Sucky RA - No fun at all!
3) Camp Po’ (R)k - You’ve already got too many points!
4) Don’t worry about Cool Cat - He’s the cool RA!

Materials:

Plant States: What Makes Them Grow? (Seriously, You Shouldn’t Be In College Dept.)
Here’s another classic rainy day thesis that aims to answer a timeless question. Place one plant on the windshield and another inside a dark closet. After three weeks, see which one has survived. This is a good pilot project for the more advanced topic, “How to Grow Pot in Your Dorm Room.”

“Sealing and Not Sealing”: Mysticism in American Pop-Up Books (Wizard Studies Dept.)
Study the various magical properties of pop-up books, focusing on images that are super big can be hiding inside a book that is super little. Due to stacking and paper-cutting, The Duel suggests against constructing your own pop-up book without adult supervision.

How to Get Pee-Pee on the Big Boy Potty
(Any Pretentious Liberal Arts Dept.) Your proposal should include an interactive demonstration.
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